KAZ SOFTWARE CASE STUDY

INTRODUCTION
Yourview was an angel funded start-up with a unique concept – create conversations
where locations are the subject. The platform let its user find real time information and
suggestions about any location by joining live conversations with people who were right
there. Businesses and organizations could authenticate themselves and use the platform to approach and support potential customers.
For more information please visit: www.yourview.com

CHALLENGE
With limited budget and time, an extensive platform
needed to be built. The platform required location proximity algorithms, a back-end system for content moderation,
advertisement framework, social networking structures
along with Facebook integration and mobile apps.

Working with Kaz was different from my previous offshore development experience. In addition to
buttoned-up milestones and progress monitoring tools, the Kaz team really ‘got it.’ When explaining
new functionality, they quickly understood the concepts, then pointed out issues and additional
functionality that we hadn’t thought of. In short, we didn’t have to drag them along, instead,
having them as partners accelerated the process much more than we expected.
Steve Lupinacci
CEO, yourview.com
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